
TotalView Features
u Built-in, interactive

memory debugging:
• Leak detection

• Heap allocation
debugging

• Interactive/on-demand

• Quickly identify the
offending source line

• Flexible/customizable

u Best threads debugger

u Superior C++ support

u Debugs shared
libraries and DLLs

u Complete/advanced
support for parallelism

u Same great debugging
power on numerous
platforms

u Most scalable debugger,
proven to handle: 

• Thousands of 
processors/processes

• Millions of lines 
of code

• Huge data

u Dedicated development,
engineering, and 
support staff

u Supports remote,
client/server, and cluster
debugging

Languages:
u C and C++ 

u FORTRAN 77

u Fortran 90/95

u Assembler 

Built-in Memory Leak Detection and
Heap Allocation Debugging
You can look for leaks, track heap allocations and
deallocations, and get usage information anytime.
Etnus TotalView provides an innovative and easy to use
solution for debugging heap memory problems. It’s
built into the debugger, is less intrusive than other 
memory analysis tools, you don’t have to re-compile,
and it’s interactive. It’s a better, more efficient memory
debugging experience. Figure 1 shows the memory
debugger’s Leak Detection Tab.

Graphical Heap Browsing
An easy way to track your heap activity, make leaks
visible and drill down to specifics.
The graphical heap browser makes it easy to 
interpret your heap activity and status (see figure 2). In
this graphical representation of the current state of a
heap, color-coded bars show the allocated, deallocated,
and leaked memory blocks.  You can select individual
bars to get more detailed information, including the
source line on which the block was allocated or deallo-
cated. Zooming out on the view shows you immediately
how fragmented your heap is and how allocations and
leaks relate to various aspects of your program.

Delivers Robust, Reliable Debugging
Developed for the world’s most demanding 
applications, TotalView was designed to handle
large and/or complex code reliably.
During your debugging session, it gathers information
about your program only as needed, thereby maintaining
speed while you debug. It also understands complex
objects, like C++ nested templates and Fortran 90
modules, not typical of average debuggers.

“TotalView is a critical tool, especially in 
debugging MPI code.”  – Raytheon

Provides Unrivaled Thread Support
Easily and automatically acquires threads as they
are created, dynamically groups them according to
type, letting you control them, even individually.
The use of threads has become a necessity for
today’s mission-critical codes. As a result, many
users now face a maze of threads too complicated to
follow using other debuggers. But TotalView helps
you see through the complexity of your threaded 
programs and regain full control. 

Etnus TotalView is the most advanced debugger on Linux and UNIX
Etnus TotalView leverages more than 19 years of continuous product development to maintain 
its clear leadership position. More and more developers are discovering its unequaled value for applications
written for simulation and modeling, special effects, finance, telecommunications, scientific analysis, animation,
biotechnology and many other fields.

Available on Linux, UNIX and Mac OS X, TotalView supports threads, MPI, OpenMP, C/C++, and Fortran, plus
mixed-language codes. Advanced features like on-demand memory leak detection, other heap allocation debugging
features, and our Standard Template Library Viewer (STLView) are not found in average debuggers, and make
debugging a breeze. Unique features like dive, a wide variety of breakpoints, the Message Queue
Graph/Visualizer, powerful data analysis, and control at the thread level give you the power you need to solve
tough problems. 
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figure 1: The Memory Debugger’s Leak
Detection Tab
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The most advanced debugger on Linux and UNIX

figure 2.  Graphical Heap Browser



Provides Superior C++ Support
The hierarchies, templates, scoping, and nesting
inherent in complex C++ code can baffle ordinary
debuggers, but TotalView understands. TotalView’s
advanced C++ debugging features help you find bugs
fast. You can call C++ functions from evaluation points
and when writing expressions in the Evaluate Window; set
breakpoints in one, several, or all instantiations of a tem-
plate; view STL code and data in readable form through
our STLView feature (see figures 3 and 4), get proper
scope information you can trust, debug overloaded meth-
ods, get information on any variable whenever you need it,
and much more. With even the most sophisticated C++
code, TotalView just works. 

“ I like TotalView because I can dive into any variable and see
its contents and structure along with the elements of the struc-
ture. I can keep diving until I get to the piece I want or I can
stay where I am and see the overall picture for that structure.”  

- David James, Unigraphic Solutions 

Test Your Fixes Without Recompiling
Skip the hassle of “rewrite, save, recompile, and
run.” TotalView’s evaluation points save you time. Just
attach a snippet of code to a source line and TotalView
will execute it. 

Gain Complete Control Of Your 
Debugging Session
TotalView's powerful combination of breakpoints, barrier
points, and watchpoints plus total control at the pro-
gram, process, and thread level give you a mastery over
your debugging session that is far beyond the limita-
tions of ordinary debuggers.  

Supports Today’s Parallel Models
TotalView has numerous advanced features tailored to
your parallel model of choice (MPI, OpenMP, threads,
and others). For example, our barrier breakpoints help
synchronize processes and threads. And our MPI
Message Queue Graph visualizes your program's 
interprocess communication, making communication 
problems easier to find. 

Multi-Platform and OS Support
Easy to learn and use, TotalView's multi-platform
support eliminates the hassles and weaknesses of
multiple debuggers. Debugging on multiple platforms
typically requires learning different debuggers for each
system and switching back and forth. Etnus TotalView
supports the UNIX and Linux operating systems and plat-
forms you develop on every day. And it’s now on Apple
Mac OS X. For a full list of platforms consult our web-
site: http://www.etnus.com/Platforms/index.html

Includes Powerful Data 
Analysis Features
TotalView’s visualizer quickly reveals patterns or
anomalies in your data. Occasionally, erroneous data
or mismanagement of data sets causes bugs.
Searching through large amounts of data however, is
time consuming, frustrating, and often impossible. But
TotalView lets you fully explore and analyze your data.
For example, you can filter out data you don't need or
request that TotalView find values out of range. You can
set a watchpoint to see when a variable changes. And
in parallel or threaded programs, you can see the value
of a variable or object across all processes or threads in
a single window.

NOTE: Not all features are available on all platforms.
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UNIX/Linux Platforms:
u AMD Athlon and Opteron

Linux

u Apple Mac OS X

u Cray XT3 UNICOS/lc

u Cray XD1 Cray HPC
Enhanced Linux

u HP Alpha Tru64 UNIX

u HP -UX on Itanium

u IBM SP Power AIX and Linux

u IBM Blue Gene

u Intel x86, Itanium, and EM64T
Linux

u SGI MIPS IRIX

u Sun SPARC Solaris

Parallel Models:
u Threads

u MPI:
• HP MPI

• Intel MPI

• LAM MPI

• MPICH

• MVAPICH

• MSTI MPI on x86

• Quadrics MPI

• Sun MPI

• SGI MPT on Altix/IRIX

u OpenMP

u Fork/exec

u Shmem

u Sun Cluster Tools

u Global Arrays Toolkit

Compilers:
u GCC

u Sun ONE Studio

u Intel Fortran and C/C++
Compilers for Linux

u IBM Visual Age and xlf

u PathScale

u Absoft

u PGI

u UPC

And more... visit
http://www.etnus.com/

figure 4: AFTER: Transformed

figure 3: BEFORE: Untransformed
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